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LNG breaks record with $50.5b of exports
- AFR Jul 2019

Australia grabs world's biggest LNG exporter crown from Qatar
- Reuters December 2018

EAST COAST GAS CRISIS OVER? Not for buyers
- AFR June 2018

Gas 'tragedy' plays out for east coast manufacturers
- AFR October 2018

The 'Gas Hunger Games': Four predictions for gas in 2019
- AFR January 2019

How did we get here?

(East Coast) Gas consumption actual and forecast, 2019-38, all sectors
(Source: AEMO Gas Statement of Opportunities March 2019)
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Community expectations and ‘social licence’
‘Having social licence, rightly or wrongly now extends far from the areas in which we
operate. Obtaining and maintaining social licence outside the areas in which you work
is far more difficult. There is no doubt that much of the supply challenges facing our
industry are driven by the lack of social licence in key population areas and the
impact that has on policy decision makers.’
Warwick King, CEO, APLNG (March 2018)

‘Whether fair or not, this intervention demonstrates that the social licence to operate
of the LNG exporters has been diminished as the broader community becomes
aware that the promise of an LNG export-led economic recovery comes with a very
high price tag in the form of a much smaller, less diverse local industry base’
Alberto Calderon, Chief Executive, Orica (March 2019)
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Export controls
Current controls
•

Australian Domestic Gas Security Mechanism (ADGSM)

•

Prospective Gas Production Land Reserve (PGPLR) Policy

•

WA Domestic Gas Reservation Policy

History
•

The ‘early days’: economic nationalism of the 1970s

•

Liberalisation of the 1980s, 1990s and early 2000s

•

Conflict between the States and the Commonwealth
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The Australian Domestic Gas Security Mechanism
‘I can say that the gas companies….are very well aware that they operate with the
benefit of a social licence from the Australian people and they cannot expect to
maintain that, if while billions of dollars of gas are being exported, Australians are left
short’
Malcolm Turnbull, Prime Minister of Australia (March 2017)

•

s 112(1) Customs Act 1901 (Cth)

•

Division 6 of Customs (Prohibited Exports) Regulations 1956 (Cth) - introduced
July 2017
•

An offence to export LNG during a domestic shortfall year without export permission

• Sunset 1 January 2023, review
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The Australian Domestic Gas Security Mechanism

(cont’d)

Domestic shortfall year
•

Insufficient supply of gas for Australian consumers unless exports are controlled; and

•

Exports of LNG contribute to that lack of supply

Export permission
• Unlimited Volume – projects physically unconnected to market experiencing shortfall
•
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Allowable Volume – maximum export volume based upon attributed shortfall
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The Australian Domestic Gas Security Mechanism

(cont’d)
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Election 2019 – ALP Policy
When the odds of a bigger gas crisis Shorten by the day
- AFR September 2018

Key proposals:
1. Changes to the ADGSM
•

‘permanent gas export control trigger’

•

to be engaged when prices are ‘too high’, not just when a shortfall is forecast

2. A new ‘National Interest Test’ for any new and expanded LNG export projects
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Review of ADGSM
• Mechanism ‘has been effective’ ,’should be considered as achieving its objective’,
‘has played a role in lowering domestic prices’
• Recommendations:
•

keep ADGSM until existing sunset date (2023)

•

change TMSO to better ensure the mechanism will recover sufficient gas to cover any
shortfall
o half of shortfall allocated to projects on a pro-rata basis according to their LNG production capacity
o other half split in a way that is inversely proportional to the domestic gas contributed by each project

• include ACCC LNG netback pricing series in shortfall assessment

• No price trigger
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National gas reservation scheme?

Australia to pursue gas reservation policy: Canavan

‘I’m going to work with the states and territories over the next 12 months to consider
options to establish a prospective national gas reservation policy’
‘We can’t repeat the mistakes of the past in just letting our gas be shipped overseas
with no thought to our domestic requirements’
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Prospective Gas Production Land
Reserve Policy (QLD)
• 2009 - Queensland Government was concerned that ‘the availability of gas in the
ground may not translate to gas supplied to the Australian market in a timely
manner to meet demand’. Flagged two options:
•

retrospective reservation – ‘completely unpalatable’

•

reserve of gas-producing land to ensure domestic supply

• Gas Security Amendment Act 2011 (Qld), amended the Petroleum and Gas
(Production and Safety Act) 2004 (Qld)
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Prospective Gas Production Land
Reserve Policy (QLD)

(cont’d)

• ‘Australian market supply condition’
•

Gas produced must not be supplied other than to the Australian market

•

Offence for recipient of PGPLR gas to further supply in breach of condition

•

Operational Policy ‘Complying with the Australian Market Supply Condition’ (Nov 2019)

• First release in 2017 – Senex Energy ‘Project Atlas’
• November 2018 release – ‘Australian manufacturers condition’
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Domestic Gas Reservation Policy (WA)
• Negotiated by WA State Government on a case-by-case basis with project
proponents
• First implemented in 1979 via State Agreement with proponents of the North-West
Shelf Project
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•

Ratified via North West Gas Development (Woodside) Agreement Act 1979 (WA)

•

Between 1984 and 2014, 5124 PJ of natural gas supplied into WA domestic market
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Domestic Gas Reservation Policy (WA)

(cont’d)

• Formal policy adopted in 2006, clarified in 2012:
‘Secure the State’s long term energy needs by ensuring that LNG export project developers
also make gas available to the domestic market. The policy seeks to make gas equivalent to
15% of exports available to WA consumers.’
•

Does not govern domestic pricing or terms of supply

•

Domestic gas commitment may be “offset” by supplying gas or other energy from
alternative sources

•

Policy ‘does not force producers to sell gas when the domestic market is well supplied’

• Some conflict with application of policy to offshore (Commonwealth) projects
outside WA jurisdiction
•
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Icthys gas transported to onshore liquefaction plant near Darwin
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1970s – Economic nationalism
• First Australian commercial production of gas commenced in Roma, QLD in the
1960s – seen as a ‘premium fuel supply’ owing to its ‘relatively low pollutant
characteristics’
• General embargo was placed on the export of LNG in 1970 (s112 Customs Act
1901):
‘Gas cannot be exported until we are sure that Australia’s requirements for the
foreseeable future will be met’
• 1973 – Gough Whitlam led Labor Government created the National Pipeline
Authority – stated aim to ‘secure, control and retain reserves of petroleum
adequate to meet the long term needs of the Australian people’
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1970s – Economic nationalism

(cont’d)

• Concern over gas supply to NSW, hoped to bring gas from newly discovered
North-West Shelf to eastern Australia via pipeline
•

Nationalised AGL’s Moomba to Sydney pipeline

•

Embargoed export of gas from NW Shelf

• Development of North-West shelf delayed, as domestic demand alone couldn’t
support the cost of development
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Liberalisation of the 1980s and beyond
• Embargo on exports from North-West Shelf Project lifted in 1977 – allowed the
development of the field (under State Agreement), exports commenced in 1989
• Overriding Ministerial control over LNG exports continued:
‘The government has decided that it will continue its policy of allowing exports of reasonable
quantities of gas but exports will be permitted only after the government is satisfied that
domestic requirements of gas and gas liquids, including petrochemical feedstocks, have
been considered. Any proposals to meet domestic requirements would, of course, have to
be realistic and economically justified’ (Minister for Natural Resources, 1977)

• Ministerial control over LNG exports continued until the controls were lifted by the
Howard Government in 1997
‘Export controls impacted adversely on (the) security of supply and investment in Australia’s
resources sector. … (this step) removes an incentive for overseas customers to diversify
away from Australia as a supplier of resources’
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State level protection
• While Federal policy leaned towards economic liberalism, many States remained
concerned of the need to ensure future domestic gas demands could be met
• Natural Gas (Interim Supply) Act 1985 (SA)
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•

Concern regarding supply into South Australia after negotiations with Cooper Basin
producers broke down

•

Act reserved specific volumes of reserves in the Cooper Basin ‘to meet the needs of
industrial, commercial and domestic consumers in (South Australia)’ – s 4(1)

•

Expired in 2007
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State level protection

(cont’d)

• Gas Act Amendment Act 1988 (Qld) - amended Gas Act 1965 (Qld), introduced
new Part IV – Sufficiency of Supply
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•

s 43(1) of Gas Act prohibited the entry into a contract for the supply of > 1 PJ in a year, or >
5PJs over the life of the contract, without Governor in council approval

•

s 44(1) gave the Governor in Council the power ‘to do all acts and things necessary and
expedient’ to secure the supply of gas to all parts of the State

•

The need for supply contract approval was repealed in 1997 (considered anti-competitive),
Government considered that removal would not adversely impact upon sufficiency of
supplies to meet demand in Queensland, ‘in view of the existing reserves and ongoing
development…’ (explanatory notes)
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What happens next?
‘So, with all that and given the pain that it's causing, I think if there was more gas
found then making sure it flows to domestic uses would make a lot of sense.’
Rod Sims, ACCC Chair, 19 October 2018
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